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The panel will consist of leading parallel database system
It will include former/current
researchers and developers.
advocates of each of the major parallel database system
software architectures. Specifically, the panelists will be
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(SMP) parallelism all that we need
now, meaning that shared-nothing parallelism was simply
a dead end?
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Or, is shared-nothing still an important software architecture for truly large database problems?
What of shared-disk systems and their variants; where do
they fit in today (and tomorrow)?
Given continued progress, will we need to worry about
anything other than I/O parallelism in a few more years?
How do emerging and potentially
more challenging
database applications,
involving
data types such as
textual, image, video, and spatial data impact the answers
to these questions?
The intent of this panel is to address these and other related
questions. The goat will be to identify important directions
and issues for parallel database research and development
efforts in the latter half of the 1990’s.
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An Added Attraction

Before the panel itself gets underway, the session will
begin with the informal presentation of the “SIGMOD Sort
Performance Awards” (sponsored by Jim Gray) to this year’s
winners. The awards will be presented by David DeWltt, a
previous award-holder.

